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MUSIC OCLC USERS GROUP
MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Music OCLC Users Group (MOUG) is to identify and provide an official means of communication and
assistance for those users of the products and services of the Online Computer Library Center, Inc. (OCLC) concerned with
music materials in any area of library service, in pursuit of quality music coverage in these products and services.

Thanks to all who contributed to this issue. The Newsletter is a
publication of the Music OCLC Users Group. It is published three
times a year: June, September, and December. Editor: Damian
Iseminger, New England Conservatory, 290 Huntington Ave., Boston,
MA 02115-5018.
Communications concerning the contents of the Newsletter and
materials for publication should be addressed to the Editor. Articles
should be submitted electronically in Word. Articles should be
consistent in length and style with other items published in the
Newsletter. Permission is granted to copy and disseminate information
contained herein, provided the source is acknowledged.
Correspondence on subscription or membership (including change of
address) should be forwarded to Diane Napert, MOUG Treasurer,
Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University, P.O. Box 208240, New
Haven, CT 06520-8240. (Dues in North America are $30.00 for
personal members, $40.00 for institutional subscriptions; outside North
America, $45.00 for personal members, $50.00 for institutional
subscriptions; back issues for the previous two years are available from
the Treasurer for $5.00 per copy.) A copy of the quarterly financial
report is available from the Treasurer on request. Please note that
subscriptions, once placed during the annual renewal period, may not
be canceled, and no refunds will be given.
The Music OCLC Users Group is a non-stock, nonprofit association
organized for these purposes: (1) to establish and maintain the
representation of a large and specific group of individuals and
institutions having a professional interest in, and whose needs
encompass, all OCLC products, systems, and services and their impact
on music libraries, music materials, and music users; (2) to encourage
and facilitate the exchange of information between OCLC and
members of MOUG; between OCLC and the profession of music
librarianship in general between members of the Group and appropriate
representatives of the Library of Congress; and between members of
the Group and similar users’ organizations; (3) to promote and maintain
the highest standards of system usage and to provide for continuing
user education that the membership may achieve those standards; and
(4) to provide a vehicle for communication among and with the
members of the Group. MOUG’s FEIN is 31-0951917.
MOUG-L: MOUG-L is an electronic discussion list for the
dissemination of information and the discussion of issues and topics of
interest to music library professionals and users of OCLC products and
services. To subscribe to MOUG-L, send an e-mail to
listserv@lsv.uky.edu with the subject line blank. In the body of the
message type: SUBSCRIBE MOUG-L <your name>

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Chair
Stephen Luttmann
Music Librarian
University of Northern Colorado
Phone: 970-351-2281
E-mail: stephen.luttmann@unco.edu
Chair-Elect
Marty Jenkins
Head, Technical Services
Wright State University Libraries
Phone: 937-775-4983
E-mail: martin.jenkins@wright.edu
Treasurer
Diane Napert
Catalog Librarian
Yale University
Phone: 203-432-0726
E-mail: diane.napert@yale.edu
Treasurer-Elect
Casey A. Mullin
Discovery Metadata Librarian
Stanford University Libraries
Phone: 650-736-0849
E-mail: cmullin@stanford.edu
Secretary/Newsletter Editor
Damian Iseminger
Technical Services Librarian
New England Conservatory
Phone: 617-585-1254
E-mail: damian.iseminger@necmusic.edu
Continuing Education Coordinator
Catherine Gick Busselen
Music Catalog/Metadata Librarian
Brown University
Phone: 401-863-1586
E-mail: Catherine_Busselen@Brown.edu
OCLC Liaison
Jay Weitz
Senior Consulting Database Specialist
OCLC Online Computer Library Center
Phone: 614-764-6156
E-mail: jay_weitz@oclc.org

MOUG Web site: http://www.musicoclcusers.org
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Call for Applications: Music OCLC Users Group Ralph Papakhian Travel Grant

In 2010, the MOUG Executive Board voted to establish
a travel grant in honor of Ralph Papakhian. The grant
supports attendance at the annual MOUG meeting and, in
recognition of Ralph’s mentoring role in music
librarianship, is especially intended to support newer
members of the profession in both public and technical
services.
The award offers a first-time MOUG attendee free
conference registration for the MOUG annual meeting
(February 14-15, 2012, immediately preceding the Music
Library Association annual meeting); free MOUG
membership for the 2012 calendar year, including three
issues of the MOUG Newsletter; and reimbursement of up
to $100 in associated expenses (lodging, meals, etc.).
Preference will be given to applicants who are: (1)
students, paraprofessionals, or professionals in the first five
years of their professional careers; and (2) who are likely to
benefit from MOUG’s educational opportunities (i.e., those
who work with music materials in libraries or in library
systems, whether they are music specialists or generalists).

Professional and workplace need, financial need, past
training and experience, demonstration of initiative, likely
further contributions to the profession, and comments from
reference letters are also considered. Applicants need not be
current members of MOUG.
Applications are due October 15, 2011 and shall consist
of a letter that includes a rationale for attending the MOUG
annual meeting, an explanation of financial need, a brief
vita, and the name of at least one person who will submit a
letter (also due October 15) in support of the application.
All application materials shall be sent by e-mail, either
as in-text messages or as attachments in .pdf, .doc, or .docx
format, to the MOUG Vice-Chair, Marty Jenkins
(martin.jenkins@wright.edu). Letters of support shall be
sent directly by their authors, not by the applicants.
Applicants will be notified of the outcome by e-mail no
later than November 15, 2011, and will be acknowledged at
the MOUG 2012 annual meeting.
(Continued on page 15)

From the Chair
(continued from page 1)
other three met with Kemberly Lang, the new project
manager for WorldCat Local, and were delighted to find
in Kem an engaged and sympathetic partner in
discussions about making the WCL as useful and viable
as possible. Based on the amount of e-mail I’ve
received from Kem since our Board meeting, I’m also
delighted to report that she excels at follow-through!

•

Our Nominating Committee (Bruce Evans, Baylor
University, Chair; Sharon Benamou, UCLA; and,
representing the Board, Marty Jenkins, Wright State
University) submitted a fine slate of candidates for the
upcoming election: for the position of Secretary/
Newsletter Editor, Mary Huismann (University of
Minnesota) and Tracey Snyder (Cornell University);
and for Continuing Education Coordinator, William
“Mac” Nelson (University of North Carolina,
Greensboro) and James Procell (University of
Louisville). Thanks to the nominees for agreeing to
stand as candidates for two positions that are more
demanding than glamorous! Ballots will arrive in
member e-mail inboxes via SurveyMonkey later this
month.

•

The Board is honored to be putting out a call for a
second year’s worth of nominations for Ralph
Papakhian Memorial Travel Grants – so be watching
No. 108

your e-mail for further news. If you know any members
of the profession, especially younger or newer ones,
whose careers would be enhanced by familiarization
with the work MOUG does, be sure to forward the
announcement to them!

•

Speaking of “the work that MOUG does,”
Catherine Busselen’s Program Committee submitted
enough in the way of viable and topical program ideas
to make for two Annual Meetings – but we decided to
stay with the usual length. We also lowered the
registration fees! More on all of this elsewhere in this
issue of the Newsletter.

•

In recognition of her fine work this past year, the
Board also approved the reappointment of Tracey
Snyder as MOUG Web Keeper. Tracey’s work load will
be enhanced ever so slightly going forward, as the
Board decided that its own meeting minutes should be
available to the public. Once they are ready, they will
be added to the MOUG Web site, and we’ll inform you
accordingly. We didn’t think you’d mind a little extra
transparency from your Board.
If you’re beginning a new year right about now, may it
be a happy and productive one – and if not, please accept
my sincerest (but most well-meaning) envy!
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FROM THE CONTINUING EDUCATION COORDINATOR
Catherine Gick Busselen
Brown University

The Fairmont Dallas in Dallas, Texas will be home to
the MOUG Annual Meeting on February 14 and 15, 2012.
The Program Committee (Peter Bushnell, University of
Florida; William “Mac” Nelson, University of North
Carolina at Greensboro; Sandy Rodriguez, University of
Missouri-Kansas City; and Tracey Snyder, Cornell
University) has been hard at work putting together a very
exciting program.
Throughout the planning, we have been heavily
influenced by suggestions from the MOUG membership
(yes, we do look at those evaluations!) as well as by
discussions that have arisen on MOUG-L and other relevant
Listservs. Some topics we’ve been looking at are FRBR and
FRAD and uses of non-MARC metadata in OCLC. And, of
course, we will be incorporating all of those sessions that
we’ve come to know and love, like MOUG Hot Topics, into
the program.

For the first time at a MOUG meeting, we’ll be
including a lightning talks session. We’re looking for six to
ten presenters who will be given three to five minutes each
—you will be timed—to do a bit of show-and-tell about the
most interesting thing you’ve cataloged or for which you’ve
created metadata or a finding aid. So, if you have a story
about the odd sound recording format, unusual score, or
“What is this anyway?” item or collection that you’ve just
been dying to tell, we want to hear from you!
Be sure to check out the next MOUG Newsletter for a
more detailed preliminary program and registration
information. In the meantime, please contact me at
Catherine_Busselen@Brown.edu or any of the Program
Committee members if you are interested in taking part in
the lightning talks session or have recommendations or
suggestions for future programs.

For Music Scholars ˖ Librarians ˖ Performers ˖ Faculty Members

Your Indispensable Companion For:
• Scholarly Articles
• Score Reviews
• Book Reviews
• Sound Recording Reviews
• Digital Media Reviews
• Video Reviews
• Lists of New Publications
• Music Publisher Information
• Advertisements for Books, Recordings, Scores, Journals, and Other Services

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Annual membership in the Music Library Association (includes a subscription to
NOTES): Individuals, $100.00; Institutions, $135.00; Students, $45.00; Retirees,
$70.00; Corporate Members, $460.00; Corporate Patrons, $760.00. Annual U.S.
subscription without membership: Individuals, $85.00; Institutions, $100.00.
Postage (surface mail) supplement for Canadian and other foreign addresses:
$10.00. Recent single issues are available at $20.00 each + $7 shipping and
handling ($0.75 for each additional issue). All payments must be in U.S. funds,
payable to the Music Library Association, Inc., and sent to the business office:
8551 Research Way, Suite 180, Middleton, WI 53562.
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Compiled by Jay Weitz
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News from OCLC

OCLC to Offer Free Online Training for Members in the U.S. and Canada
OCLC will offer free, live-online, and self-paced
training for many courses that cover Cataloging, Resource
Sharing, and FirstSearch services beginning July 1, 2011.
Advances in e-learning technologies and the increased
demand for online learning have allowed us to offer more
training while affording greater economies of scale. This
makes it possible to pass these savings on to OCLC
members in the U.S. and Canada by offering free training on
the services members rely on most.
In April 2011, OCLC announced that prices for
Cataloging, Resource Sharing, and Access would remain flat
for the third consecutive year. Adding training at no
additional cost further increases savings and the value of
membership in the OCLC cooperative.

We want all members to be able to take full advantage
of OCLC training and learning opportunities. OCLC trainers
and training partners—Amigos, WiLS, Minitex, MLNC,
MCLS, OHIONET, and LYRASIS—will continue to offer a
wide variety of classes and learning opportunities to help
members refresh or maintain skills, ensure effective use of
OCLC subscription services, and learn new applications to
help members leverage their investments in the cooperative.
To find out more about training OCLC offers, sign up
for courses, and begin taking advantage of these new
learning opportunities, please visit the OCLC Training
Portal at http://training.oclc.org/1.

OCLC Statement on the RDA Implementation Decision
With the release of the “Response of the Library of
Congress, the National Agricultural Library, and the
National Library of Medicine to the RDA Test Coordinating
Committee” (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/tsd/cataloging/
RDA_Executives_statement.pdf), OCLC is beginning a
process to determine how best to proceed in the integration
of RDA practices into WorldCat.
The current OCLC policy statement on RDA
cataloging, which has been in effect since the publication of
RDA in June 2010, during the RDA national testing period
of October through December 2010, and remains in effect,
is located at http://www.oclc.org/us/en/rda/policy.htm. The
policy statement has been updated to reflect the end of the
formal RDA test period and the national library decision
about implementation no earlier than January 2013.
Later this year, OCLC intends to issue a discussion
paper regarding the possible future of bibliographic records
with mixed practices in WorldCat. The purpose of this paper
will be to generate as wide a discussion as possible among

members of the OCLC cooperative in order to work toward
a consensus about the policies that will work best both for
the cataloging community and for library users. Because the
U.S. implementation date for RDA has been announced as
no sooner than January 2013, there is ample time to consider
thoughtfully what best practices might help to carry
cooperative cataloging into the long term future.
OCLC staff members will be participating in three task
groups on RDA formed by the PCC (http://www.loc.gov/
catdir/pcc/); the work of those task groups will also help to
inform these most important discussions. In the meantime,
while the process of preparing and discussing that paper is
taking place, OCLC requests that libraries continue to abide
by the policies outlined in the current policy statement.
Please remember that duplicate records within WorldCat are
not permitted and will be merged if found. In addition,
please do not edit the master records to change them from
RDA to AACR2 or from AACR2 to RDA unless permitted
under the policies set forth.

Expansion of National Level Enhance to NACO Participants
During August 2011, in cooperation with the Program
for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC), OCLC has expanded the
capabilities of OCLC participants with NACO
authorizations. Individuals with NACO authorizations,
along with those with National Level CONSER and
National Level Enhance authorizations, which already
include NACO capabilities, are now able to edit and replace

September 2011

BIBCO records (non-serial records with 042 code “pcc”).
Creation of new BIBCO records and authentication of
existing non-BIBCO records (i.e., adding 042 code “pcc”)
will continue to be restricted to those with National Level
Enhance authorizations in their specified formats. OCLC is
working with NACO participants to familiarize them with
their new capabilities.
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OCLC-MARC Bibliographic, Authority, and Holdings Formats Update 2011
OCLC-MARC Bibliographic, Authority, and Holdings
Formats Update 2011 is currently scheduled for August
2011. This will include MARC 21 Update No. 12 (October
2010), MARC Code List changes since May 2010,
Connexion user and OCLC staff suggestions, and several
MARC elements that had been postponed until the April

2011 release of the Connexion client 2.30. Among those
elements is the new Computer File 008/23 and 006/06
“Form of Item” (OCLC fixed field “Form”). Technical
Bulletin 260 “OCLC-MARC Format Update 2011” (http://
www.oclc.org/support/documentation/worldcat/tb/260/
default.htm) provides details.

More Databases and Collections from Around the World Added to WorldCat Local
OCLC has signed agreements with leading publishers
and other content providers from around the world to add
more databases and collections to WorldCat Local, the
OCLC discovery service that offers users integrated access
to more than 800 million items in libraries worldwide.
Libraries using WorldCat Local can offer users access to
1,400 databases and collections, and more than 500 million
articles. OCLC recently signed agreements with publishers
to make more content available through WorldCat Local,
including:
• Annual Reviews:
The U.S.-based Annual
Reviews will add its highly cited critical review
journals in disciplines within the Biomedical, Life,
Physical & Social Sciences and Economics fields.
• ASABE:
The American Society of
Agricultural and Biological Engineers is an
international scientific and educational organization
furthering the advancement of engineering in
agricultural, food, and biological systems. ASABE
will make its publications available via its online
Technical Library.
• Berkeley Electronic Press:
ResearchNow,
published by Berkeley Electronic Press, comprises
peer-reviewed academic journals in Economics,
Law, Statistics, Medicine and the Humanities.
• Gale:
Gale is a leading U.S. educational
publisher for libraries, schools and businesses.
Seven additional databases will be added to those
already accessible through WorldCat Local,
including Business & Company Resource Center;
Literature Criticism Online; Beacham’s Guide to
the Endangered Species of North America;
Biography and Genealogy Master Index; Gale
Virtual Reference Library; National Newspaper
Index and Twayne’s Authors Series.
• Genealogy Today: Genealogy Today is a U.S.
publisher of genealogy data, family tree history and
ancestry-related information services. The
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Genealogy Today database and Archive Catalog
will be added to WorldCat Local.
• The Institution of Engineering and
Technology: The British IET provides a range of
leading publications and information services in the
areas of engineering and technology. IET will add
access to books, journals and the INSPEC database
to WorldCat Local.
• Karger:
The Swiss S. Karger AG is a
renowned medical and scientific publishing house,
making its large books and journals program
available through WorldCat Local.
• M.E. Sharpe: M.E. Sharpe is a privately held
U.S. publisher of books and journals in the social
sciences and humanities, including titles in
economics, political science, management,
literature, and history. M.E. Sharpe is making
Sharpe Online books and journals available.
• Modern Language Association: The MLA is an
international membership organization dedicated to
the study and teaching of language and literature.
The MLA will be adding its highly regarded MLA
International Bibliography to WorldCat Local,
providing a subject index for books and articles
published on modern languages, literatures,
folklore and linguistics.
• National Institute of Justice: The National
Institute of Justice is the research, development and
evaluation agency of the U.S. Department of
Justice. NIJ produces print and electronic
publications, tools, and training materials about
crime and justice. National Criminal Justice
Reference Service Abstracts will be added to
WorldCat Local.
• Oxford University Press: Oxford University
Press is the world’s largest university press and
publishes in all academic fields, from multiple
offices around the world. Five additional databases
from the Oxford University Press will be accessible
through WorldCat Local, including Oxford Music
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Online (including Grove Music), Oxford Art
Online (including Grove Art), Oxford Reference
Online, American Dictionary of National
Biography, and Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography.
WorldCat Local provides access to books, journals and
databases from a variety of publishers and information

providers from around the world; the digital collections of
groups like HathiTrust, OAIster and Google Books; open
access materials; and the collective resources of libraries
worldwide through WorldCat. OCLC continues to negotiate
access to critical library content on behalf of the cooperative
to ensure access to libraries’ most popular resources.

WorldCat Local Mobile Now in Production
A production version of mobile-optimized WorldCat
Local is now available to libraries following beta testing of
the service that makes it possible for mobile users to
discover items, see location, shelf status, call numbers, and
more in their local library, and in libraries worldwide.
New mobile-optimized WorldCat Local sites include
many additional features not available in the beta version,
most notably support for a wide range of devices. Any smart
phone or feature phone capable of running JavaScript or a
Java-based Web browser such as Opera Mini or Bolt will be
supported worldwide.
Libraries that maintain a full WorldCat Local
subscription have the option to customize their mobile
presence. In addition, the production version includes more
item information than before, with easier navigation to
previous and next items within a results set. Users can see
location, shelf status, call number, levels of availability and
can place a hold, request the item or email citations for any
content that does not require authentication.
The move into production creates the possibility of a
mobile presence for more than 20,000 libraries. Any library

with WorldCat Local or visibility on WorldCat.org can
claim their unique URL and use it to support their mobile
users.
The new mobile-optimized WorldCat Local views are
the result of more than two years of research, learning, and
usability testing. Mobile-optimized WorldCat Local is
available to WorldCat Local users at no additional charge.
The enhancement represents an added value of OCLC
membership, and is a benefit of members’ investment in
library cooperation.
User feedback is encouraged for the new production
mobile-optimized WorldCat Local sites.
Mobile-optimized views of WorldCat.org will remain in
beta at http://www.worldcat.org/m. OCLC worked with
partner Boopsie.com on the original WorldCat Mobile pilot
app, which helped to inform progress in development. The
app will no longer be available as of June 30, 2011. Any
user who has downloaded the pilot app will be prompted to
visit www.worldcat.org/m.

EasyBib Library Edition Moves into Production
As EasyBib Library Edition finishes a successful beta
and trial period, it now makes the transition into a
production-ready service.
EasyBib Library Edition builds on the popular citation
management service EasyBib.com and adds features such as
library branding, links to the library catalog, locations,
hours, and more.
The six institutions that participated in the EasyBib
Library Edition beta saw increased usage from their students
—anywhere from 65 to 100 percent more.
Following the beta period, more than 40 libraries also
participated in a month-long trial of the service during the
month of April 2011.
From the student point of view, EasyBib Library
Edition makes life much easier. It provides intuitive, easyto-use tools to cite and evaluate sources. There are links to
the library’s collections, virtual reference services, and
September 2011

information such as hours and location. And it removes
advertising from the site.
From the librarian’s point of view, EasyBib Library
Edition is a good fit for undergraduates and students who
need a simple solution for the average research assignment.
EasyBib Library Edition offers visibility online for libraries
where their students are already going, with no work
required on the library’s part. Since more than 26 million
students are already using the free version of EasyBib.com,
training or library-led instruction can focus on teaching
content instead of the tools themselves.
Libraries who have implemented WorldCat Local,
WorldCat Local “quick start,” or have visibility on
WorldCat.org will find additional value for their
subscriptions when they turn on EasyBib Library Edition. It
uses the same settings and branding information already
stored in OCLC Service Configuration, so sites can be fully
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functional in 24-48 hours. WorldCat.org and WorldCat
Local also feature the ability to export citations to
EasyBib.com and EasyBib Library Edition. You may qualify
for an additional discount based on your Web-Scale
Management Services or WorldCat Local subscriptions or
your affiliation with a group, consortium, or OCLC U.S.
service partner that has chosen to work with OCLC on a
limited time promotion around EasyBib Library Edition.
OCLC is the exclusive provider of EasyBib Library
Edition. It is available in the United States and Canada.

OCLC is pleased to partner with ImagineEasy Solutions to
help promote library visibility to millions of students online.
Find information on how to order EasyBib Library
Edition and learn more about the service at http://
www.oclc.org/us/en/easybib/default.htm. To learn more
about how your group or consortium can participate in the
EasyBib Library Edition promotion or become an OCLC
U.S. service partner, please contact partnerships@oclc.org.

New Document-Sharing Site for Resource Sharing
OCLC has developed a document-sharing site that
provides a single, secure location where lending libraries
can place requested PDF and TIFF articles and library users
can retrieve articles or book chapters obtained for them via
interlibrary loan.
Use of the site integrates easily with interlibrary
workflows of libraries that use WorldCat Resource Sharing,
ILLiad, WorldCat Navigator, or other resource sharing
services. This site adds convenience, security and enhanced
copyright compliance to article sharing through interlibrary
loan.
Benefits of this site include:
• Eliminates file size and security issues often
encountered when documents are transmitted
through email. PDF and TIFF files of any size –

including high resolution PDF documents – can be
placed on the site for pick-up by library users.
• Automatic deletion of files to support
compliance with copyright guidelines.
• Minimal local technical support is required
because the Web site requires no software
download or special arrangements for access
through a local firewall.
• The platform-independent site can be accessed
from PCs, Macs or any operating system.
Once a file has been retrieved, it remains available for 5
days. After 5 days, the file will be removed. A file can be
picked up a maximum of three times for each URL/
password combination. Files not retrieved remain available
for 30 days.

New Data Elements, New Place to Manage WorldCat Registry Information
The update, create, and share functionality for
WorldCat Registry records has moved to OCLC Service
Configuration.
With this move, the more than 100,000 worldwide
library profiles at http://www.worldcat.org/registry/
Institutions/ become view-only. Authorized users can now
go to OCLC Service Configuration to update or create their
library’s WorldCat Registry information.
With this move, you can now maintain institutional
information such as contact details and online catalog links
in a single place—OCLC Service Configuration. The move
to Service Configuration can help streamline your efforts to
maintain data and supports OCLC’s strategic move to a new
platform-based architecture in which WorldCat Registry
information and other data services can be surfaced in
multiple ways.
It represents one less interface you have to learn and
bookmark. It also represents one less interface the
cooperative needs to maintain, which saves member
resources.
No. 108

In addition to the move, there are also new data
elements available in the WorldCat Registry. These new
elements help support OCLC Web-Scale Management
Services and mobile-specific functionality, including: new
types of addresses to designate for a shipping address versus
a location address; time zone settings; open hours, including
normal hours and special hours; additional options to
designate availability for your online catalog, such as
“Available online, intranet only, or not available externally.”
There are new feature enhancements also now
available, such as the ability to prevent duplicate entries for
your institution; view Registry records on a map and correct
longitude and latitude; view a listing of all authorized users
for your institution; view and update branches and
affiliations on one page, and automatically relate records to
each other; detect IP address duplicates.
There are some minimal changes to the WorldCat
Registry APIs in terms of schemas and XML outputs. Find
detailed information about these changes on the OCLC
Developer Network blog at http://www.oclc.org/developer/.
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Libraries who do not already have an authorized
WorldCat Registry account can request a login to OCLC
Service Configuration by following the instructions at http://
www.oclc.org/us/en/access/prepare.htm.
The WorldCat Registry is a free service for the library
community, provided and maintained by the OCLC

cooperative. With information about more than 100,000
libraries worldwide, the WorldCat Registry helps raise
visibility for libraries on the Web. All libraries, regardless of
OCLC membership status, are encouraged to view and
update their information.

New Search Options Added to WorldCat Local
New search options in the WorldCat Local service give
users more access to local library data and additional ways
to refine search results.
• Limit to peer-reviewed content: A peerreviewed limiter has been added to the service in
response to user requests. The new limiter lets
users refine searches and search results to peerreviewed articles, e-articles, journals, and ejournals in databases accessible through the
WorldCat Local central index with the exception
of WorldCat. The limiter will be added to
WorldCat as a future enhancement. Users can
limit to peer-reviewed using the new Popular
Limits section of the Advanced search screen or
they can refine search results by the peerreviewed facet under the Article format and under
Content on the WorldCat Local interface. An
item’s peer-reviewed status is determined through
the xISSN service, an OCLC API which harvests
data including peer-reviewed status from
approximately 60 sources.

New Prototype: WorldCat Identities
Network
The WorldCat Identities Network gives users the
opportunity to visually explore the interconnectivity and
relationships between WorldCat Identities.
The WorldCat Identities Network uses the WorldCat
Identities Web Service and the WorldCat Search API to
create an interactive Related Identity Network Map for each
Identity in the WorldCat Identities database. The Identity
Maps can be used to explore the interconnectivity between
WorldCat Identities.
WorldCat Identities creates a summary page for every
name in WorldCat, including people, things (e.g., the
Titanic), fictitious characters (e.g., Harry Potter), and
corporations (e.g., IBM). This application was developed
primarily by JD Shipengrover, Senior Web & User Interface
Designer, and Senior Software Engineer Jeremy Browning.
The prototype is available from the WorldCat Identities
Network activity page (http://www.oclc.org/research/
activities/idnetwork/default.htm).
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• Search of local bibliographic data: Local
data such as local subject headings, uniform titles,
and notes is now searchable in WorldCat Local.
Since February, 2011, WorldCat Local libraries
have been able to add their local data to the
service through OCLC Batchload, and this rich
locally-created content began to display in the
interface in May. This additional data
complements the full bibliographic data from the
WorldCat database already available in the service
and gives users more access points to their
libraries’ resources. When a library adds its local
data to a WorldCat Local site, it is available only
to users of that site, and will not display to other
WorldCat Local library sites. Details about
providing access to local bibliographic data
through WorldCat Local are provided in “Quick
Reference: Local Bibliographic Data for
WorldCat Local” (http://www.oclc.org/us/en/
support/documentation/worldcatlocal/
WCL_local_bib.pdf).

FAST Converter Available
FAST Converter, a Web interface for converting LCSH
headings to FAST headings, is now available.
This new prototype accepts either single headings or
small sets of bibliographic records for conversion. The
intent of this Web site is to provide a learning tool to help
familiarize users with FAST and the differences between
FAST and LCSH.
LCSH headings can be entered as text, with conversion
results appearing as plain text. MARC format bibliographic
files can also be uploaded, and a link to the converted file
returned. Conversion files are limited to 50,000 bytes, or
approximately 500 records.
FAST subject headings were developed by adapting the
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) with a
simplified syntax, retaining the very rich vocabulary of
LCSH while making the schema easier to understand,
control, apply, and use.
FAST Converter is an experimental Web interface and
may be withdrawn without notice. For more information,
see the FAST Converter activity page at http://
www.oclc.org/research/activities/fastconverter/.
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QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

Jay Weitz, OCLC

Publisher Number Crunching
No Numbering Where it Counts
Q: Just noticed that the definition of first indicator 3 of the
Q: I field
have has
a piece
for solo
piccolo
consists of
6 p. of
028
changed.
Used
to be that
“publisher’s
number.”
music,
plus
a
title
page
recto
and
verso,
for
a
total
of
8
Now it’s “other music number.” I deduce that was pages
done
(two 11”
folded
printed
on all
sides).
when
valuex 517”
wassheets,
introduced,
forand
“other
publisher
number.”
There are no page numbers. Do I count the title page recto
I recall hearing at MLA, some years back, about numbers
and verso for the 300 page count, for “[8] p. of music”
that looked very much like a music publisher’s number
rather than 6? I think so—we do for sheet music—but I’m
starting
show
on something
newly-published
hanged iftoI can
find up
where
says to domusic
that. books
(Schirmer Books, maybe?) and no one knew what to do
with them. Was value 5 was created for them? It sure looks
like it. Just ran into an item which has two records in
OCLC, one cataloging it as a book, the other as a score. I
thought it more likely a book and we copy-cataloged it as
One Back
Sidecover
Does
All
such.
hasNot
this Fit
alphanumeric
assemblage that
looks like a music publisher’s number to me. Both records
in OCLC ignored it. I put it in 028 with indicator 5. Is that
Q: Our institution has an extensive collection of LPs that we
correct?
are retrospectively cataloging. We are upgrading the
cataloging
AACR2 standards
our local
but
A:
OCLCtoimplemented
the FirstforIndicator
“5”catalog
as “Other
need
some
advice
on
whether
we
should
also
enhance
Publisher Number” in field 028 in April 2000 (Technical
existing 236).
old records
OCLC.
old LP
Bulletin
At theinsame
time,For
themany
definition
of titles
First there
Indiare
separate
records
for
each
side
of
the
LP.
When
there are
cator “3” changed from “Other Publisher Number”
to
separate OCLC records for each side of an LP should we
“Other Music Number.” This was one of the last changes to
create a new master record for both sides or enhance one of
the 028 field, post-Format Integration, to broaden its use
the existing records (e.g. side one)? Should we use the
record for side one and just modify it for our local catalog,
or can we replace it with an AACR2 record for both sides?

beyond just music materials. In January 1995, OCLC had
A: As far as the
I can
tell, there
explicit
instructions
in
implemented
change
of theare
028nofrom
“Publisher
Number
AACR2
about
how
to
count
unnumbered
resources
(2.5B7
for Music” to simply “Publisher Number” with the addition
and its
LCRIIndicator
are as close
gets,“Videorecording
and they are not helpful
of
First
“4”as itfor
Numin that respect). One might be able to discern a vaguely
ber” (Technical Bulletin 206). As I recall discussions at the
implicit suggestion in 2.5B7 to simply count pages without
time, the observation had long been made that there were
any subtleties, and if that is what the guidelines for sheet
publisher
of that.
various kinds on all sorts of nonmusic say, numbers
I’d go with
musical materials that probably needed to be recorded in
bibliographic records but had no proper place. Books put
out by music publishers were certainly among those materials, but I think that paperbacks were also discussed. Because
028 First Indicator “3” had in fact been used legitimately
only for music publisher numbers other than plate numbers
up until that point (and only in Score and Sound Recording
records until Format Integration), it did no violence to
bibliographic records for each separately titled work
MARC to more narrowly rename “3” to fit that actual his(6.1G4). Both LCRIs associated with 6.1G, however,
torical use and to introduce a new value “5” to indicate all
strongly discourage that practice and few if any institutions
other publisher numbers not already accounted for in other
follow that option now. If you are going to follow the
028
First AACR2
Indicators.treatment
If you have
resource
that’s notbya
standard
of asound
recordings
sound
recording,
score,
or
videorecording,
but
has
what
describing the LP “as a unit” (in the words of LCRI
6.1G1),
looks
like
a
publisher
number
of
some
sort,
putting
that
which OCLC would encourage, you may create a new
number
in
field
028
with
indicator
“5”
is
a
good
practice.
record for the complete recording in cases where one does
not already exist. If you choose to edit an existing preAACR2 record for just one of the works to reflect the entire
recording, please do so only locally and do not replace the
master record in WorldCat.

“Collectiveness”
Collective
is to Truth
A: Under AACR2 6.1G,is
forto
sound
recordings as
that “Truthiness”
lack a

collective title, you are allowed to create separate
Q: I’ve never quite understood what to do when you have
an item with more than one chief source of information,
when the title on each source is sort of “continuous.” For
example, a 2-disc set comprising Bach’s six cello suites.
Tangible
andBach
Intangible
Disc
1 has: “J.S.
/ Cellosuiten 1-3, BWV 1007-1009 /
Lynn Harrell.” Disc 2 has: “J.S. Bach / Cellosuiten 4-6,
BWV 1010-1012 / Lynn Harrell. The container has: “J.S.
Q: I’ve
a Naxos /Music
Library recording
ontitle,
which
Bach
/ 6 got
Cellosuiten
Lynn Harrell.”
What's my
andI
need to do original cataloging. It’s an electronic resource.
why? I can't quite tease out the answer from 1.0A3.
The crux is the 028 data. Naxos has it as 7057 $b Naxos
Music Library, but the container says Amadis 7057. So, do I
A: Casey Mullin of Stanford University provided the folput both in the 028, or make the Amadis as a note. Amadis
lowing
fine answer:
is the CD
label, but Naxos is the provider of the data.
Amadis is a Naxos-owned “super budget label.” What’s
Looking
back to Chapter 1, the choice seems
your opinion
of this?
clear: 1.0A3: “a) In one physical part with more
possible chief
of correctly,
information.
Use as
A: Ifthan
I’mone
understanding
the source
situation
it sounds
the the
firstAmadis
occurring
source
of information
as the(CD)
though
number
applies
to the tangible
chiefand
source
of information
unlessnumber
one ofapplies
the fol-to the
resource
the Naxos
Music Library
lowing applies.”
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None of those conditions applies to your
case...BUT
6.0B1 gives this condition and seems clear:
“Treat accompanying textual material or a container as the chief source of information if it furnishes a collective title and the parts themselves
electronic
resource.
is In
thethis
case,case,
two make
028 fields
would
and their
labelsIfdothat
not.
a note
be appropriate, as follows:
(see 6.7B3 indicating the source of information).”

028 02 7057 $b Naxos Music Library
question is, do the titles on the discs qual028 The
00 7057
$b Amadis
ify as “collective”? Here’s my interpretation: taken
individually,
titles to
aregenerate
collective-y
enough.
But the
The first 028 the
is coded
a note
identifying
taken
as
a
2-disc
set,
they
fall
short
of
the
mark
for an
publisher number of the electronic resource. Create
describing
the
resource
as
a
whole.
explicit note along the lines of “Previously released on
compact disc as Amadis 7057,” or whatever might be
To which
I added
merely: “Casey has it exactly corappropriate
in this
circumstance.
rect, in my estimation. The individual disc titles do have a
semblance of ‘collectiveness’ (if I may be allowed an alternate spelling of Casey's excellent coinage) because of the
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Tip, Engulf, and Devour
Q: I’m cataloging a score of Finzi’s Magnificat, the title
page of which says:
“for mixed chorus with organ
accompaniment (or orchestra) [then a few blank lines] Vocal
score.” The score contains all the vocal parts and the organ
part, and the latter is on three staves. At the beginning of the
music the part is labeled “Organ” and below it
“(Orchestra)”. The piece contains a couple of passages
which are apparently a cappella, as the “organ part” is now
in very small notes, on two staves, and is simply a reduction
of the voice parts. Verso of the title page has the notation
“Full score and parts available on rental from the publisher.”
Question 1: Do I have a vocal score? The title page seems
to think so. But it is equally the score for mixed chorus and
organ—or at least I’d say it’s highly unlikely that the organ
part here is a reduction of the orchestra. Is there a
suggestion or best practice for this situation? The score is
published by Boosey & Hawkes, copyright 1952. Engulf
and Devour (aka Hal Leonard; an old college acquaintance
is a copy editor at Hal Leonard. I pester him regularly for
date of issue for things like this. He has access to a database
of Hal Leonard’s publisher numbers and can easily look it
up. He likes to refer to his employer as Engulf and Devour,
which he tells me is the name of a corporation in Mel
Brooks’ Silent Movie; and that another name his colleagues
use is Uncle Hal) has taken over B & H; there is a Hal
Leonard distributing statement printed right on the title page
below Boosey & Hawkes. The plate number of B. & H.
17250, which I see in three of the English-language records
for this edition, has disappeared and been replaced with the
ISMN, which also appears at the top of the title page.
Question 2: I would record the ISMN twice, once as the
plate number in field 028, and once as an ISMN in field
024. Would you? Question 3: Since the plate number is
different, do I have a new record?

A: According to Grove Online, Finzi’s Magnificat is his Op.
36 and the entry says: “Magnificat, chorus, org, 1952, arr.
with orch, 1956,” so it seems that the organ version is the
original and was not reduced from the orchestral version.
Furthermore, neither you nor Grove mentions soloists. As I
read the AACR2 definition of “vocal score” and especially
its LCRI, this cannot be described in the physical
description area as a “vocal score” in the AACR2 sense
because: “This term is not used for works originally
unaccompanied or for any manifestation of an accompanied
work with the original accompaniment.” Publishers don’t
care what AACR2 says, of course, so they will describe
such things as they see fit. My suggestion would be to
include the “Vocal score” designation as a transcribed part
of the 245 as usual, but to describe the resource in the 300
field as “score.” Now, when you say that the old Boosey &
Hawkes plate number “has disappeared and been replaced
with the ISMN, which also appears at the top of the title
page,” are you saying that the ISMN appears on the bottom
of each page as well as on the top right of the title page? Is
the ISMN explicitly identified as such in any of these places
or do you know that it’s an ISMN merely by its formatting?
If it appears on the bottom of each page of music (or at least
on the bottom of the first page of music), as a traditional
plate number would, then I’d consider it to also be acting as
a plate number, which means that it would be recorded in
field 028 as a plate number as well as in field 024 as an
ISMN. If the ISMN has indeed supplanted the old plate
number in this way, then I’d say a separate record would be
justified. That would also tip me in the direction of possibly
supplying a new date of publication. Being so tipped, I’d
probably also be vulnerable to Engulf & Devour.

Withdrawing a Meaning from Legal Deposit
Q: I’m not sure how to interpret and treat the situation in
hand. I have two Venezuelan compact discs that are
identical except for two different “Deposito Legal” numbers
that are actually printed on the two discs. Nothing else is
different. This number is also on the respective containers as
well, with no overlap of the number between the discs. To
me, this looks like a copyright-type number and would not
warrant separate records. I’m not sure though because of the
way it is printed and presented. Do you have any experience
with this?
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A: This isn’t something I’ve seen before and it sure sounds
odd. “Deposito Legal” and other “legal deposit” dates are
noted in the MARC 21 definition of Type of Date/
Publications Status (008/06) code “t” for Publication Date
and Copyright Date, which states in part, “Deposit dates
(i.e., those preceded by ‘D.L.’ (Dépot légal), etc.) are treated
as copyright dates.” Legal deposit numbers usually go in
field 017, but I don’t recall any suggestion anywhere (at
least not in “Differences Between, Changes Within” or in
OCLC’s “When to Input a New Record”) that a difference
in legal deposit number by itself would justify separate
records.
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WAV Your CDs Goodbye
Q: I’ve encountered my first compact discs containing MP3
files. I looked at the records in OCLC, and at LC’s “New
Sound Recording Formats” guidelines, and decided that the
GMD was “electronic resource” but the 300 was still “1
sound disc.” Then I looked on the OLAC website and
discovered to my delight that you can search across
newsletters. There was a Q&A about MP3, and part of your
response said “(presumably on a CD-ROM)…” Looked
back at the LC guidelines, and the definition says, “These
may be stored in any of the standard ER formats: floppy
discs, CD-ROMs, etc.” Doesn’t mention standard audio
compact disc. Uh-oh! If the thin shiny thing that’s 4 ¾
inches across has MP3 files, is it by definition a CD-ROM,
and that’s what goes in the 300 and 007? The only
indication that it is sound is in subfield $b of the 300, where
you add “MP3 file”?
A: Here is my (possibly flawed) understanding. Standard
audio compact discs, which have been around commercially
since 1982, store sound in WAV format, have a capacity of
roughly 75 minutes of sound, and must spin in order to play.
MP3s are sound files that are much more compressed and
therefore much smaller than those in WAV format; many

more MP3 files than WAV files can be stored on a disc
because of this greater compression. Unlike standard audio
compact discs, a disc containing MP3 files apparently does
not have to spin all the time. If I understand correctly, if
you’ve got MP3 files on a tangible medium, it cannot by
definition be considered a standard audio compact disc.
MP3 files on a tangible medium would be on a CD-ROM or
on one of the many varieties of recordable disc media such
as CD-R (Compact Disc-Recordable) or CD-RW (Compact
Disc-ReWritable). There probably was a time when you
might sometimes be able to distinguish between those types
of discs by what sort of machine they would play on, but
that time is long gone. If you have MP3 files on a disc,
following the LC “New Sound Recording Formats” (http://
www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/soundrec.pdf) recommendations,
the storage medium would be whatever variety of disc
you’ve got, CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, etc. That would be
reflected in the 007 field, in the “electronic resource” GMD,
and in the 300 field. Of course, because these are sound
files, the Type Code of the record would be “j” or “i” and
you’d have a Sound Recording fixed field, plus a Computer
File 006 with “File” coded “h” for “sound.”

Conducting One’s Way Through LCRI 21.23C
Q: I have a compact disc that contains various orchestral
works by different composers and has a collective title.
Thus, according to 21.23C, the principal performer should
be given as the main entry. Also according to its rule
interpretation, one decides who is the “principal performer”
by the prominence (according to wording, layout, and
typography) with which the name appears on the chief
source of information. On the disc label, the conductor’s
name is the most prominent, followed by the violinist, and
the orchestra. Which name would you give as the main
entry? I am leaning toward conductor, at this point, if I
were following LCRI 21.23C strictly, yet I have hardly ever
seen a conductor given as the main entry. But isn’t he or she
also considered to be a “performer?” AACR2 is not very
explicit about this, although it hints that this is the case. I
also considered the violinist (who is second-most
prominent), but I find it a little awkward that she plays on
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just one piece (although it is the longest piece on the CD). It
seems odd that the rules only take into account the
prominence of their names on the chief source and NOT the
proportion of the actual compact disc during which they
perform. Finally, one of my colleagues (who used to catalog
music for many years) said she would have considered the
orchestra the principal performer, since it performs on all of
the musical pieces on the CD, while the violinist just
performs on one piece, even though its name appears the
least prominent on the disc label. Which would you have
chosen?
A: From your description, it sounds as though the conductor
would be the best choice as the main entry. The choice of
conductor is not uncommon. And yes, the conductor is
considered to be a performer.
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Nothing Revolutionary About the 33 1/3 Series
Q: The 33 1/3 book series (n2003073262; http://
w w w. c o n t i n u u m b o o k s . c o m / s e r i e s / b r o w s e . a s p x ?
SeriesId=2101&SubjectId=1381), for those who are not
familiar, are short volumes discussing one album, like
ABBA’s Gold or Black Sabbath’s Masters of Reality. Some
are straight criticism; some are memoirs or fiction with the
album as a focal point of the narrative. In cataloging these,
we’ve come upon some records in WorldCat that add 511
performance notes, listing members of the band being
written about, and 505 contents notes listing tracks of the
album being written about (these song titles are not
necessarily the chapter titles in the book). I’ve never
cataloged music biographies or criticism this way and I’ve
never seen anyone else catalog music biographies or
criticism this way. And I think it would be confusing to
patrons to see a “performers” (or “participants” - however
one’s OPAC displays it) listing because then they might
assume we’re describing a recording rather than a book

about a recording. So are there some special guidelines on
cataloging this series that recommends adding the 511 and
505 album track listings and I missed it? If not, would we
be in the right to delete the 511s and correct the 505 to
reflect the actual chapter titles in these WorldCat records?
Right now we’ve just been correcting them locally.
A: No, there are no special guidelines on cataloging the “33
1/3” series. The 511 and 505 notes that properly reflect the
performers and the contents of the sound recording and not
the book about the sound recording do not belong on the
record for the book about the sound recording (at least not in
their unaltered 511 and 505 forms; it is possible that
reference to the performers and/or the contents could be
appropriate as part of a 520 summary note or the like).
Please feel free to edit the master records, as you should be
able to do in many cases under the Expert Community.

File Under “Oops”
Q: I’m looking for some examples of when you would use
the code “h” in “File” (008/26 in the COM format). Also,
would you or your patrons think of these materials as audio
recordings? The only examples I can think of are MIDI
files, like OCLC #54098008 or #43015802. “File” is the
mnemonic for 008/26 in the COM format, defined in
Bibliographic Formats & Standards (http://www.oclc.org/
bibformats/en/fixedfield/file.shtm) as “The type of computer
file. Such a file is a body of information or instructions
encoded so that it requires the use of a computer (or related
machine) to be properly interpreted. This term encompasses
both data files (numeric files, representational files and text
files) and computer program files.” Code “h” within File is
defined as “Sounds. File has data encoding computer
producible sounds.” I’m asking because in our local system,
anything with 008/26 “h” currently is assigned the content
type “audio recording.” However, 008/26 “h” means other
things in other formats, causing some items to be incorrectly
assigned “audio recording”, so we need to make a change to
qualify this by only things that are in the COM format (i.e.
Leader(06)=m). But I’m wondering if, even within the
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COM format, these are materials that our patrons would
think of as “audio recordings.”
A: Sound recordings that have electronic resource aspects -including CD-ROMs and other disc varieties that contain
MP3 files, streaming and downloadable audio files accessed
remotely, and Playaways -- would all have the “File”
element coded as “h”. That element would usually be in the
Computer File 006/09, however, because the fixed field
would correctly be coded as a Sound Recording (Type “i” or
“j”). The proper coding of a Computer File record (Type
“m”) with File coded “h” in 008/26 would not be nearly as
common because of the restrictions of Type “m” to
“computer software (including programs, games, fonts),
numeric data, computer-oriented multimedia, online systems
or services” in MARC 21. In MARC, as you well know, the
008/18-34 positions can vary widely from bibliographic
format to bibliographic format and in each case, the correct
interpretation of any one of those 008 positions is defined
by and dependent upon the Leader/06 (Type of Record)
code associated with the 008 in question.
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DXD and Other Techno Babble
Q: I’m staring at a CD of Buxtehude cantatas on the
DaCapo label. “SACD” and under it “Super Audio CD”
appear on the back panel of the container (i.e., the slip of
paper showing through the transparent jewel case on the
back) and nowhere else. And that’s all it says; no DSD, no
Multi-ch Stereo and/or Surround. Nor even Hybrid with the
statement that it can also be played on a standard CD player
(though it does play, I checked on a 1990s-era CD/Cassette/
Radio boombox we have). None of the usual stuff you get
with SACDs. Inside the booklet are the usual engineering
credits and those begin, “Recorded in the DXD audio format
(Digital eXtreme Definition)” then goes on to 352.8
kiloHertz/24 bit, and then into techno babble I can’t even
guess at (and am sure I don’t have to). This is a new
recording, the recording date is Feb. 2010. What is the effect
on 007? On SACDs, I use two 007s, one for the standard
CD layer and one for the SACD layer, the only difference
being subfield $e (”s” for CD, “z” for SACD). But this time
I have no evidence of more than two channels. (I have no
evidence of the number of channels at all, but follow LC
practice of assuming stereo for new recordings.) Would
Obscured Data in Obscure Subfields
DXD go in a note? I’ll save you the trouble, here’s what

Wikipedia says: “Digital eXtreme Definition (DXD) is an
audio encoding scheme for professional use that was
developed for editing high-resolution recordings because
DSD, the audio standard used on Super Audio CD is not
ideally suited for editing. DXD is a PCM signal with 24-bit
resolution (8 bits more than the 16 bits used for Red Book
CD) sampled at 352.8 kHz – eight times 44.1 kHz, the
sampling frequency of Red Book CD. The data rate is
8.4672 Mbit/s per channel – three times that of DSD64.
DXD was initially developed for Merging’s Pyramix DSD
workstation.” Based on that, I’m tending toward No.
A: You have no evidence at all of the number of channels.
The disc does not present itself as a hybrid CD/SACD. But
the indication of SACD coupled with the “DXD” note at
least suggest you do have an SACD of some variety, so I’d
go with coding the single 007 subfield $e as “z” and leave19it
at that. My inclination would be to include a quoted note
Answers
about “DXD”, probably just Questions
the excerpt& from
the
engineering credits you’ve quoted in your question, but
more of it if you think that’s appropriate or useful.

Q: Does a “music number” search (now “publisher num30,000 Score records with 260 subfield $d. By now, many
ber”, I guess) find music publisher/plate numbers found in
of these have already had proper 028s added to them, we
very old cataloging, when the number was entered in the
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MUSIC OCLC USERS GROUP
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Personal Membership is $30.00 (North America) and $45 (outside North America); institutional membership is $40.00
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